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Abstract. Crime scripts are becoming an increasingly popular method for under-

standing crime by turning a crime from a static event into a process, whereby every 

phase of the crime is scripted. It is based on the work relating to cognitive scripts and 

rational-choice theory. With the exponential growth of cyber-crime, and more specifi-

cally cloud-crime, policing/law enforcement agencies are struggling with the amount 

of reported cyber-crime. This paper argues that crime scripts are the most effective 

way forward in terms of helping understand the behaviour of the criminal during the 

crime itself. They act as a common language between different stakeholders, focusing 

attention and resources on the key phases of a crime. More importantly, they shine a 

light on the psychological element of a crime over the more technical cyber-related 

elements. The paper concludes with an example of what a cloud-crime script might 

look like, asking future research to better understand: (i) cloud criminal fantasy devel-

opment; (ii) the online cultures around cloud crime; (iii) how the idea of digital-drift 

affects crime scripts, and; (iv) to improve on the work by Ekblom and Gill in improv-

ing crime scripts.  
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1. Introduction 

Cloud computing is a relatively new term – estimated to be first used in the mid-

2000s [6] - with the first cloud-type services offered as early as the late 1990s [14]. 

Since then, cloud computing has grown exponentially and continues to become a cen-

tral part of consumer and business computing. Seventy-six percent of businesses make 

use cloud computing [24] with a prediction that by 2020, over half of mobile devices 

will rely on the cloud. The National Institute of Standards and Technology [32] have 

defined cloud computing as: 

 

‘A model for enabling convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool 

mailto:gavin.oxburgh@ncl.ac.uk)


of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applica-

tions, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal 

management effort or service provider interaction.’ 

 

They continue to state that cloud computing is composed of five essential elements: (i) 

on-demand self-service (an individual can alter the computing capabilities in an in-

stant); (ii) broad access network (access via a network and standard mechanisms); (iii) 

resource pooling (multiple resources – physical and virtual - and multi-tenant design); 

(iv) rapid elasticity (resources can instantly scale up or down), and; (v) measured ser-

vice (automatic control and optimization of resources).  

 

The exponential growth of cloud computing has brought with it a steep rise in crime 

involving the cloud. The reasons are obvious, especially when considering the five el-

ements listed above which allow criminals to commit crimes in a multitude of ways to 

both improve the effectiveness of the crime itself and lessen their chance of getting 

caught. Some examples of cloud crime include criminals who buy cloud computing 

resources (with stolen credit cards) to host computational resources to break passwords 

on databases (brute force), or use these cloud resources to launch a Distributed Denial 

of Service (DDoS) attack (in this case using the cloud-virtual machines as a botnet – 

see appendix for definitions of computer science terms). The fact that many businesses 

and individuals use the cloud to store private information allows criminals easier access 

to that data. Criminals may even use the cloud to store illegal data, such as child ex-

ploitation material. In one example of fraud, criminals used phishing emails (created 

on the cloud) which installed malware that mimicked a bank website, meaning that 

when an individual went to transfer money (using what they thought was their bank’s 

website), it went direct to the criminals. The interesting facet of this was the malware 

was located on a cloud server. 

 

The complexities of these cloud crimes are such that it is important for policing/law 

enforcement agencies to better understand both the crime event and the criminal in one 

easy to understand, yet complete, framework. One of the ways academia has put forth 

is a systematic framework called crime scripts. Crime scripts were first put forward by 

Cornish [13] as a way to understand a crime with a more psychological edge. Crime 

scripts essentially turn a crime from an event into a process. This means that rather than 

a crime being a confusing and singular episode, we are now able to see every step the 

criminal takes leading up to the crime, followed by the crime itself, then after the crime. 

This includes any resources, locations, actors, activities, and even motivations (if 

known). Once constructed, a crime script forms a cognitive script – an organised and 

structured pattern of thought presented as a script where every element has a relation-

ship with each other - that includes any decision a criminal will make, therefore creating 

a sequence of the pragmatic knowledge about their modus operandi. 

 

Whilst the growth of cloud computing is undoubtedly useful in many positive ways, 

it brings with it an extra and potent dimension to cybercrime. Already, policing/law-

enforcement agencies are struggling to keep up with all the crimes committed using 



digital and networked technologies [27]. The authors of this current paper believe that 

the creation of crime scripts is an essential element in understanding, and therefore 

tackling, cloud crime.  

2. Cyber-crime and Cloud-crime 

Cybercrime is continuing to grow at a high rate because of the potential that new 

digital and networking technologies affords criminals. For example, real world drug 

dealers are taking to the dark net to sell their goods because of the lack of face-to-face 

interactions (thereby decreasing the chances of getting caught), increase in security 

around selling (PGP encryption and the TOR network – see appendix) and increase in 

potential buyers’ market share. The ever-increasing growth in crime-as-a-service is an-

other issue, where a select few programmers create the viruses/spam/Trojans/DDoS 

(see appendix) capabilities and sell them to a layperson online, thereby distancing them-

selves from a ‘crime scene’.  

 

Westlake and Bouchard [47] believe that the Internet has affected crime on websites 

in three main ways. First, in terms of sexual exploitation, social networking sites have 

been used to groom victims [49, 50, 51] and have also been used for phishing [2], for 

the spread of malware [53] and spam [54], and financial institutions’ websites are used 

to acquire private financial information of customers [30].  Second, both the Internet 

and the dark net (see appendix) are all used as a platform to buy and sell illegal 

goods/services [38]. Third, the Internet, deep web, and dark net are also used as a com-

munal space to exchange ideas and provide social support to other criminals [52].   

 

Wall [44] simplifies even further what the advent of digital and networked technol-

ogies has meant for criminals. It now allow criminals to commit over 50 million, £1 

thefts (at a lower risk) rather than a single £50 million theft at an obviously far higher 

risk. Wall [45] believes that this transformation means that, in theory, the average per-

son can now commit many crimes simultaneously on a global level. This is an entirely 

new, and somewhat terrifying, concept to deal with for policing/law-enforcement agen-

cies. Thus, there is an urgent need for digital and networking forensic experts to better 

understand the process by which these crimes take place. Without this understanding, 

international policing/law-enforcement agencies have little hope of successfully mak-

ing an impact. The UK has a strategy for impact through their ‘Four Ps Strategy’ - 

Protect, Prevent, Pursue, and Prepare: 

 

‘Existing [UK] Government strategy… has four components (the ‘Four Ps 

Model’) and involves a multiplicity of national and transnational organisations 

intervening both before (‘Protect’ and ‘Prevent’) and after (‘Pursue’ and ‘Pre-

pare’) criminal activity.’ (p.11 Implications of Economic Cybercrime for Police) 

However, despite these defined strategies and the growth of cybercrime, the defini-

tion of cybercrime itself is still under debate because whilst everybody agrees that it 

exists, not everybody agrees what it is [44]. Wall [44] argues that there are three main 

types of cybercrime based on his transformation test. A transformation test in this case 



means removing the impact of the Internet is removed from the equation. First, there 

are cyber-assisted crimes – crimes that would, and could, still take place without digital 

or networking technologies (Wall uses an example of ‘Googling’ how to dispose of a 

dead body). Second, is cyber-enabled crimes which are crimes previously committed 

on a local level but now can take place on a much larger scale through the Internet (e.g., 

fraud). Third, and the purest form of cybercrime, is cyber-dependent crimes. These are 

crimes that if you took away the Internet, the crime itself disappears completely. This 

type of crime is completely dependent on the digital and networking technology – an 

example would be DDoS (distributed denial-of-service) attacks or spam e-mails.  This 

paper will lean on the work of Wall and concentrate not only on cyber-dependent 

crimes, but what is now a subsection of that definition - cloud-dependent crimes.  

 

Cloud-crime brings with it its own set of issues that differ from cyber-crime.  Cloud 

crime can be defined as any crime committed with the assistance of the cloud, with this 

paper particularly focusing on cloud-dependent crimes. Traditional cybercrime forensic 

investigations involve collection of data or evidence from the location of the computer 

or device, followed by validation, analysis, interpretation, documentation, and presen-

tation of results to a Court. Cloud-computing distorts this process as investigators must 

deal with multi-tenant hosting (same server serves multiple tenants), synchronisation 

problems, non-localised data, and jurisdiction issues (amongst others). Finding where 

the data is kept and retrieving it can be very problematic - in most cases, the user may 

not even know. With the exponential growth of cloud-computing, it is therefore essen-

tial to better understand the behaviours and procedures involved in cloud-dependent 

crime. This means understanding the criminal and their actions, something crime scripts 

do in a systematic way.  

3. The Importance of Crime Scripts 

It is well known that members of the public, in general, struggle to understand the 

science behind cybercrime and cybersecurity and this problem is exacerbated by the 

different regulatory frameworks associated with cybercrime, thereby resulting in a con-

fusing array of issues for the average citizen [41]. One key issue in setting-up an effec-

tive and robust evidence-chain that might lead to successful prosecution in the cloud 

crime arena concerns the way in which the underlying crimes may be communicated to 

key stakeholders and to the general public. At present, there are real challenges in com-

municating effectively across stakeholders with an interest in cybercrime, where, for 

example, understanding the use of advanced machine learning and AI techniques – 

which will help automate the identifying and remedying of a cyber-crime – demand a 

level of computational expertise that is well beyond the non-expert. How much more 

difficult, then, will the task of convincing a court that such techniques have demon-

strated criminal culpability beyond reasonable doubt. To address such issues, we take 

inspiration from literature around science communication [34, 15] where recently, the 

more traditional approaches to information delivery has given ground to participatory 

methods that actively seek the involvement of various communities in the science pro-



cess. In other words, this problem is not simply one of, “How shall we simplify a mes-

sage”, but becomes one of, “How can we collectively construct a common language 

with which to discuss key issues”. Such a ‘common language’ would bring benefits, 

not only to the research process (facilitating the ability of researchers to involve key 

stakeholders more directly), but would also allow the different stakeholders throughout 

the criminal justice process to talk to each other more meaningfully. It would also help 

to raise public awareness and allow public input to the process more directly (e.g., by 

facilitating the rapid identification and reporting of cloud-crime as it happens). 

 

The use of scenarios to understand the complexities of a particular situation (or set 

of tasks) have been in evidence for a long time, although their context of use has 

changed considerably in recent years. For example, scenarios were introduced as design 

tools to aid disaster planning where they were found to be powerful tools to support the 

visualisation of a range of possible outcomes [10]. Go and Carroll [23] described two 

kinds of scenarios: (i) ‘problem scenarios’ that could illustrate the complexities and 

difficulties with known systems, and; (ii) ‘activity scenarios’ that facilitate the process 

of reasoning about uncertainties and supported the creation of sets of alternative reali-

ties that could stimulate the design process. It is now recognised that one of the principal 

contributions of scenarios in the design process is the creation of a common language 

that can span different communities. The construction and use of scenarios evolved, 

however, and came to be more widely recognised as ‘stories’ with settings, actors and 

plots, capable of describing existing situations, but also of describing future and emerg-

ing situations. Not surprisingly, scenarios started to be played out in a form of a design 

theatre, where particular situations could be dramatised with actors and props in order 

to understand just how innovative tools and systems could be effectively introduced 

[5]. In addition to the script-based scenarios and a variety of techniques for describing 

the actors or personas involved in the script [12], some researchers have argued that 

good personal development is essential for the generation of a rich and credible script 

[35]. More recently, new tools for the scripting of highly ambiguous scenarios have 

been developed that allow the interpersonal elements of a scenario to be fore-grounded 

and allow the audience more flexibility in considering a range of possible variants or 

outcomes [9]. 

 

Consequently, one important technique in overcoming these issues is the creation of 

crime scripts [7, 14]. Crime scripts are schemata that guide our understanding of a crim-

inal’s behaviour and routines. Once this logical and cognitive sequence of events are 

known, policing/law enforcement agencies know where to focus their resources to in-

vestigate and prevent crime, with both researchers and practitioners adopting this 

method as an analytic tool for looking at rational and goal-orientated behaviour [37]. 

Levi [31] suggests that crime scripts can be important in improving understanding of 

complex crimes, such as cloud-dependent crime.  



4. Crime Script Analysis 

Cornish [13] was the first person to create a systematic approach to creating these 

scripts – the work based on the concept of rational choice and cognitive scripts [1, 37]. 

The rational choice perspective examines a crime from the perspective of the offender 

[14] and takes a present-centred look at the interaction between the offender and their 

environment. The cognitive script approach is used extensively in psychology whereby 

a sequence of behaviours or decisions are ‘scripted’ for a specific situation.   

 

In order to create a crime script, a crime script analysis must be undertaken. This is 

a systematic methodology [7, 13, 24] that generally relies on qualitative data and be-

havioural decision-making. It classically involves breaking down the actions of the 

criminal into four main stages - preparation, pre-activity, activity, and post activity [7]. 

However, crime scripts have been further broken down by other researchers into prep-

aration, pre-condition, instrumental pre-condition, instrumental initiation, instrumen-

tal actualisation, post-condition, and exit [13, 18] – different types of crime developing 

different sequences. These stages are created by concentrating on the main elements of 

a crime (e.g., who, what, when, where, why, and how). Classically, the most important 

information gathered is how the offender goes about the crime and what decisions s/he 

makes along the way. This includes how ‘they accessed the crime scene, the skills they 

required, the effort involved, information about the crime opportunity, the financing 

required to carry out the crime, facilitators (tools, transport, weapons, communica-

tion), and technical expertise’ [43, p.7]. This information will be almost impossible to 

gather from a single source, thus, drawing on multiple sources is a salient point to re-

member when undertaking a crime script analysis. The information needed can be 

gained from various sources such as interviews with criminals, police notes, police in-

vestigative interviews/interrogations, CCTV footage, or from anyone intimate with the 

crime, etc.   

 

In order to create these scripts, some form of qualitative or quantitative analysis must 

take place on the data. Qualitative analysis, particularly content analysis, is a popular 

choice [11] with a process of data categorisation allowing the researchers to develop 

the scripts. The exact type of analysis conducted seems less important than making sure 

the chosen analysis (whether it be content, conceptual, thematic, or a mix) allows for 

categories of themes to emerge, thereby lending understanding to the process and se-

quence of the crime. Script analysis can create high-order scripts - more generalised, 

over-arching scripts - or individual tracks - where every decision a criminal makes (or 

could make) is mapped. Crime scripts highlight the procedural nature of crime [7, 13] 

and should be able to reveal an overall picture of the sequence of actions a criminal 

undertakes before, during, and after a crime has occurred. 

 

Table 1. An example crime script of a robbery given by Cornish in his original paper 

[13]. 

Script Scenes Script Actions 



Preparation 

Entry 

Pre-condition 

Pre-condition 

Instrumental Pre-condition 

Instrumental Initiation 

Instrumental Actualisation 

Instrumental Actualisation 

Doing 

Post-condition 

Exit 

Meet and agree on hunting ground 

Entry to underground system 

Travel to hunting ground 

Circulating/waiting at ground 

Selecting victim and circumstances 

Closing-in/preparation 

Striking at victim 

Pressing home attack 

Take money, etc 

Escape from scene 

Exit system 

 

The script outlined in table 1 highlights the process of how a robbery takes place, 

mapping out the sequence in which the event occurs, giving policing/law enforcement 

agencies multiple phases to explore in regard to either preventing the crime taking place 

or apprehending the offender - this is a salient point often forgotten in the creation of 

crime scripts. Surely the purpose must be for such agencies to carry out their job more 

efficiently, therefore ensuring crime scripts are more driven towards practitioners is 

important [22]. One paper that creates a crime script with possible interventions at every 

stage is on the activities involved in drug manufacturing in clandestine laboratories 

[11]. This paper divided up potential interventions into three categories: (i) manager-

place; (ii) guardian-target, and, (iii) handler-offender. For every stage, they had poten-

tial interventions for policing/law enforcement agencies that apply to these categories. 

 

Despite a diversity of papers employing crime scripts for real world crimes [18, 20, 

22, 33, 43], the literature contains almost no cyber-crime scripts, with specific cloud-

crime scripts an, as of yet, unresearched area. One paper that explores the creation of 

cyber-crime scripts relates to the online stolen data market [30]. In it, the authors found 

six universal stages, with each stage containing a mix of behaviours and events:  

 

Stage 1: Preparation (setting up the necessary client software and creating ac-

counts, steps towards anonymity and security, marketplace location, and learn-

ing specialist knowledge); 

 Stage 2: Entry (learning marketplace language and rules);  

Stage 3: Pre-condition (obtaining and manufacturing products to sell, instru-

mental pre-condition, advertising products and services, instrumental initiation, 



exchanging law enforcement information, negotiating and communicating, in-

strumental actualisation, sending and receiving payment); 

 Stage 4: Doing (packaging goods, transporting goods); 

 Stage 5: Post-condition (reputation management, exchanging currency); 

 Stage 6: Exit (laundering proceeds). 

One of the biggest challenges in creating cyber-crime scripts will be to understand how 

different they are to real-world crime scripts. The Internet is a fluid space – something 

we discuss in detail in the next section - so do we expect cyber-crime scripts to be so 

fluid, so lacking in concrete stages, as to be worthless? Hutchings and Holt argue that 

human behaviour is human behaviour, thus, wherever a human is involved, we are able 

to understand and map their behaviour and decisions.  

5. What Elements Might We See in a Cloud-crime Script? 

The inherent nature of the cloud means that committing a crime can be committed 

from any location in the world, with preparation and pre-activity phases now a more 

complex and expansive phase due to increased elasticity and access. The activity itself 

is, by definition, a far more elusive crime, and the traditional post-crime period can now 

involve a more active monitoring period - where the criminal can monitor the effect of 

the crime at a more intense frequency (be it participating in forums, contacting the vic-

tim for ransom, sharing the data multiple times over a long-time period, etc.). Disen-

gagement and exit from a crime scene is also now more fluid and less concrete, which 

means that the process of a cloud-crime may be less formal and concrete than a real-

world crime. 

 

An important element that should appear throughout most cloud-crime scripts should 

be the role of the online community. Research in both the psychological and sociolog-

ical literature has shown that online communities are very powerful and effective 

spaces, just as much as real world communities and even real world social interactions. 

The breaking-down of communication barriers by the Internet [36] have allowed com-

munities to transform into global social networks [49] rather than local ones. Hillman, 

Procyk, and Neustaedter [26] argue that these online communities allow the easier con-

duct and targeting of illegal activities and potential victims. The Internet, they argue, 

brings crime from a solitary business into a globally communal business, where anyone 

with an Internet connection can take part, or indeed be a victim.  

 

Holt [28] explored online criminal communities and found that crimes that would 

normally be categorised as solitary crimes (e.g., hacking) are in fact a communal effort, 

where the tools, resources and knowledge required are shared within these communi-

ties. The growth of cybercrime has made it a necessity to further explore these commu-

nities – through both quantitative, but more importantly, qualitative methodologies 

such as ethnography - that play a major role in facilitating these cybercrimes. 

 



 One of the most important elements, or stages, of a cyber-crime is the criminals’ 

access to a like-minded online community. Westlake, Bouchard, and Frank [48] looked 

at how child exploitation communities are built and found that these websites play a 

crucial role in facilitating criminal activities. Henson, Swartz, and Ryns [25] decided 

to better understand the relationship between offline and online, and looked at the con-

cept of street-orientated beliefs [3, 4] in the context of online culture. Anderson [3, 4] 

examined an inner-city community (in Philadelphia, USA), and found that the wide-

spread feeling of isolation and mistrust in ‘the system’ stemmed from the endemic pov-

erty, unemployment, and perceived discrimination. Because of this, some people in that 

community created their own notions of success, a more achievable notion than the 

‘white, middle class version’; in other words, respect through toughness. Anderson 

called this the “code of the street”, which is an informal set of violence-orientated rules 

as a means to achieve and maintain respect.  

 

These findings show that, as hypothesized by Henson et al [25], codes of the street 

exist and play out in online settings. The second finding is an equally important one. It 

was found that individuals who were off-line criminals were more likely to commit a 

cybercrime than those who were not. These findings suggest that there is a strong rela-

tionship between the off-line and on-line criminal world, that real world strategies and 

known criminal psychology can be applied with potential success. Henson et al. [25] 

called for a greater exploration of these relationships to confirm the findings in their 

study. They believe that these online street codes might be the single greatest factor in 

driving cybercrime participation. This tends to indicate that cloud-dependent crime 

scripts will fundamentally be the same as a normal crime script. They will be more 

similar in behaviours, emotions, learning curves, planning, amount of trial and error 

etc, than the complexity of cloud-crime hints. This means, and corroborates the work 

of Ekblom and Gill [20], that cloud-crime scripts will be more psychological than 

event-driven.  Therefore, cloud-crime scripts will be, and should be, just as much as a 

journey into the mind of the offender as other non-technical crime scripts.  

 

One important facet of this new type of crime, especially cloud crime, is the concept 

of digital drift. This is defined in the work of Goldsmith and Brewer as “individuals 

[who] can gain access to criminal associations, networks and resources in ways that 

see them drift in (and out) of related illicit activities facilitated by the medium of the 

Internet itself”. They argue that the increasing ubiquitousness of technology, along with 

the increasing networking power of technology, means technology now acts as cogni-

tive extensions - things that augment not only our cognition but our lived experience.  

They argue that the networking technologies can substitute for other interaction part-

ners, making a crime potentially easier. What Goldsmith and Brewer warn of is a new 

form of ‘bad guy’, not one that is unambiguously a criminal, but those that move in and 

out of doing bad things. This fluidity of criminal is something we must understand bet-

ter, according to Goldsmith and Brewer, if we are to tackle cyber-crime.   



6. Limitations of Current Crime Scripts  

One major criticism of using a rational choice perspective in crime scripts is that it 

fails to explain irrational behaviour – examples including when the offender is drunk, 

is unaware of how his/her actions will affect the situation, having to change plans on 

the spot, etc. Cornish and Clarke [14] have argued that the rational choice perspective 

is only to create a focused framework in which to assess criminal decision-making. If 

we are to make crime scripts a more systematic and successful tool, the work of Ekblom 

and Gill [20] is of paramount importance. They argue that with the rise in the use of 

crime scripts, “…rather than tinkering with the concept [of crime scripts], a fundamen-

tal rewrite was indicated” (p.321). They list some grievances they have with the current 

crime-script analysis, including: 

 

 The universal script (with its preparation stage, pre-activity stage, etc.) can be 

difficult to apply, with more work than may be rewarded required to assign 

actions to the universal stages; 

 There is a dilemma in how scripts can be generalised and yet accommodate 

variation; 

 There is confusion between declaratory and procedural knowledge;   

 It is unclear whether scripts describe behaviour or events.  

 

Ekblom and Gill want to scrutinise the underlying concepts of crime-scripts to help 

develop more accurate scripts. One of the major issues they see with the current crime-

scripts in use is the conceptual foundation on which they are based - the ‘cognitive 

script’ from Abelson [1], and Schank and Abelson [37]. Ekblom and Gill found this 

approach to be unclear and too narrow for what is needed in this situation. In general, 

they felt crime scripts were too loose, with a definition dependent upon who was creat-

ing it. They see differentiating behaviours and events as key to a crime script. For them, 

behaviour focuses on the perpetrator, while the event focuses on the interaction between 

perpetrator and their environment. They view scripts as, “Abstracted descriptions of a 

particular kind of behavioural process, namely, structured sequences of behaviour ex-

tended over time and perhaps space, which could be considered functionally self-con-

tained units or subunits of longer sequences” [p.323]. They clarify that the behaviour 

they speak of may be individual or group. By concentrating on the behaviour, and then 

its consequence on events, we get to see a more consistent script.  

 

Two of the example crime scripts they present in their paper offer some interesting 

thoughts, the first being empirical scripts. These, “…are simple descriptions of recur-

rent sequences of behaviour in situ” [p324]. In these, goals must be evidenced and 

never should an assumption be made about the inner thoughts of a possible offender. 

The second is called an explanatory script. They borrow from Tinbergen [42] four 

stages of explanation for animal/human behaviour: (i) function; (ii) causation; (iii) de-

velopment, and; (iv) evolutionary history.  Because crime scripts deal with agents’ per-

ception, knowledge, and experience, Ekblom and Gill [20] added a fifth stage - phe-

nomenology (the subjective experience of the offender). All stages need to be taken 



into account when creating explanatory scripts; a salient point we take from the paper 

- that crime scripts should be vital for understanding the offender in a broader way. 

Specifically, crime-scripts need to include goals, emotions, planning, learning, and er-

rors. This is something we find vitally important, and have applied it to the cloud/crime 

script found in the final section of the current paper.  

7. Potential Universal Cloud-Crime Script 

Whilst Ekblom and Gill [20] question the usefulness of universal scripts, here we 

use one as an example to allow discussion on some potential stages in committing a 

cloud-crime. Using a crime script analysis (involving thematic analysis) on information 

found in online articles, including clippings in the UK (found on LexisNexis, a search 

engine for newspaper articles) relevant to cloud crime, a universal crime script was 

created (see below). Themes were then categorised using a mix of the classic universal 

stages (preparation, pre-initiation, instrumental initiation, exit), with the induction stage 

and monitoring stage newly created through the thematic analysis. This should not be 

seen as a fully completed cloud crime script due to the lack of hardened data, such as 

transcripts of police investigative interviews, interviews with cloud criminals, Court 

proceedings, etc. Rather, it should be viewed as a starting point for future discussions. 

 

Our crime-script analysis found two main types of cloud criminal based on two skill-

sets: (i) creators and (ii) purchasers. The creators are those that actually create and 

distribute the malicious content - they are the individuals with the programming skillset 

needed to either be actively involved from day one, or just create the content for per-

sonal reasons and have no more to do with an actual crime. The purchasers are the 

mainly everyday individuals who primarily purchase the malicious content – malware, 

etc – for profit or for chaos. They may have the skillset needed, but instead decide to 

purchase for sake of ease. They can also be (and this is common) an average person 

with no programming skillset who can only operate via instructions. We also found 

three main types of cloud criminal based on motivations: (i) profiteers; (ii) jokers, and; 

(iii) hacktivists.  

 

In terms of motivations, we found those who would take part in a cloud crime for 

moral or ethical reasons, a hacktivist - an example being the group Anonymous. which 

is a collective of moral or ethical hackers, joined under the umbrella term Anonymous, 

often working separately but with no set goals. The jokers are those that like nothing 

more than to cause chaos for self-interests, and take part just for their own personal 

enjoyment. The most common motivation for cloud crime (it appears) is for profit with 

the majority of purchasers of malicious cloud malware using it for ransomware pur-

poses (profiteers). As Wall [45] argued, the cloud now allows many small crimes to 

take place instead of one large crime – and this extends to average individuals holding 

one person ransom via purchased, cloud-based content. Turning now to what sort of 

social ‘being’ a cloud criminal is, we found that there were unsurprisingly three types: 

(i) collectivists, (ii) lurkers, and; (iii) lone-wolfs. A collectivist is someone who relies 

on, and participates in, the community, learning, teaching, boasting, etc. The lurker is 



the individual who is a member of a community but does not actively participate. They 

watch and read, and if it is an online community, are never seen. The lone-wolf is the 

criminal who acts outside of any community but does not enter any communities and 

acts completely alone.  

 

The recent development, and alarming growth, of cyber/cloud crime-as-a-service 

makes for a very different type of crime-script. Those criminals that purchase malicious 

malware (or otherwise) with criminal intent, but are not actively involved in the creation 

of it, will have a different overall process to their crime. They may have the same fan-

tasies, but lack some psychological element (e.g., determination, motivation, intelli-

gence) or situational element (e.g., time, age) to create their own content. A criminal 

fantasy is the psychological growth of ideas and wants that to take place before any 

action, and have been linked with deviant behaviour in offenders. The induction phase 

(and subsequent phases) for these will involve less community involvement, etc. It is 

for these reasons that the current crime script is based on those who are actively engaged 

in the creation and distribution of cloud-crime. It is imperative that further work focuses 

on each type of cloud-crime and criminal - the more accurate a script, the more suc-

cessful an investigation.  

7.1 Example Crime Script 

The following example cloud/cyber-crime script was created using a crime script 

analysis on newspaper articles, and based in the previous work on crime scripts. It dif-

fers in parts from pervious crime scripts due the analysis gleaning different phases due 

to the cyber-cloud factor.  

Preparation 

Phase 1 - Induction  

This includes the development of cybercrime fantasies – those psychological 

ideas and wants that grow over time - learning about technical aspects, feelings of a 

political nature (whether experienced by oneself, or learnt in a community – see ‘The 

Silk Road’, the first Dark Net market place for selling illegal goods and services. 

The apparent creator and moderator, Ross Ulbrict, painted the project as a political 

act, fighting the increasingly oppressing nature of governments). These will include 

how they interact in online communities dedicated to passing-on knowledge – the 

formation of a criminal identity. The creators will be technically aware, who will 

mostly engage with each other online about technology-related matters. There are 

many communities specifically for cyber-crime available via the Internet, the dark 

net or some IRC chat group (a text-based communications software) or 4chan thread 

(an online forum that is infamous for its anonymity of use and therefore darker sub-

jects discussed). This phase holds two areas of high importance to the current paper 

in: (i) the development of criminal fantasies, and; (ii) the involvement in online com-

munities – such participation could come before, during, or after the development of 



criminal fantasies. These are two main areas in which psychology can add a strong 

understanding, so that less cybercrime occurs, and cyber crime reports to polic-

ing/law enforcement agencies are reduced, meaning that valuable resources can be 

devoted to other areas.    

Phase 2 - Pre-conditions  

It could be that an opportunity arises due to a system update or a weakness is 

discovered via some newly created content. It could also be participation in a com-

munity where an opening will appear (someone might mention hacking a business 

cloud, and the community, as a collective whole, take it upon themselves to figure 

out how to do that). What seems to be the most common is a member of a community 

will succeed in discovering an opportunity, and will post about it (e.g., to show off), 

thereby opening the door for others to continue. In terms of a lone wolf, this phase 

will revolve around ideas in their head based on the induction phase. We suggest 

that a true lone wolf requires their own crime script, as their behaviours, emotions, 

thoughts and experiences will be very different to someone involved in a community. 

Pre-activity 

Phase 3 - Instrumental initiation  

This phase relates to the planning of the crime, the learning of exact 

knowledge, the finding of weaknesses in a similar system, testing what they have - 

an iterative phase of ‘getting ready’ for their planned cyber-crime. The practicing of 

the crime may be conducted in legal or illegal ways in the first instance. For some 

cloud-crimes, the instrumental initiation and crime initiation are one and the same, 

but usually, one would expect to see a testing period, no matter how small, using 

maybe sqlmap to test for SQL (Structured Query Language) flaws. An sqlmap is a 

testing tool that automates the process of exploiting SQL flaws and taking over of 

database servers. Cloud-criminals were found to prey on a number of poorly written 

content management systems, poorly thought out authentication management pro-

cesses, and even plain poor passwords that were found during this ‘testing’ period. 

While cloud crime can be complex, at times we found better public understanding is 

vital.  

    Entry to crime setting  

Phase 4 - Crime initiation 

This phase is the enactment of the planned crime. Given the wide differences 

in cloud crimes, this stage will be different in detail on each occasion. For example, 

differences exist between hacking the iCloud and infecting users with malware for 

ransom via cloud resources. This phase should be split into the main types of cyber-

crime based on the role of the cloud (e.g., target, tool, distributor) but should also be 

based on Wall’s (2007) crimes against, crimes with, and crimes using the computer 



categorisation. Phases 3 and 4 can be iterative as they plan and test (and re-plan and 

re-test) while attempting hacks. Whilst it is important to define this phase in terms 

of the technology, it is vital for any successful crime script to contain as much infor-

mation about the psychology of the suspect as possible. It is, therefore, essential to 

describe this phase in terms of the person undertaking the crime. 

Phase 5 - Monitoring 

This phase will depend on the type of cloud crime that has been committed. 

For example, an attack like the iCloud hack may be carried out once, then disengaged 

from the server for good with a monitoring of the result via community or other 

online means. In contrast, a ransom by malware might be monitored for responses, 

etc. Thus, there are subtle differences in the type of monitoring conducted before 

and after disengagement, but what is clear is that cyber-criminals will monitor the 

crime in all its different meanings. The monitoring stage is important as digital and 

networked technologies allow crime to happen easier than crime in the non-digital 

world, with some of the crimes requiring constant engagement and monitoring be-

fore disengagement (e.g., ransom). This, potentially, means it is easier to uncover 

evidence, and therefore the suspect, involved. This is, of course, offset by the Inter-

net’s ability to hide the ‘footprints’ of an offender – it does, however, open-up ave-

nues of investigation.  

Post-crime  

Phase 6 - Disengagement 

This relates to ‘leaving’ the scene of the crime. Dependent on the type of cloud-

crime committed, this may mean different things. However, a ‘behaviour’ will take 

place (the crime) and then the ‘behaviour’ will cease thereby ending the role of the 

perpetrator in the crime (disengagement).  

 

We believe that because crime scenes can be very fluid and fast-moving, it is not as 

simple as having definitive phases one after another. We believe our phases outlined 

above are capable of ‘blending’ and ‘being fluid’. This is something that academic re-

searchers and policing/law enforcement agencies need to be aware of - with flexibility 

of the Internet comes flexibility and potential erratic criminal behaviour. 

8. Discussion 

It is hoped we can now start to see how crime scripts can potentially be an essential 

element in tackling cloud-crime. They act as a common language between different 

stakeholders, focusing attention and resources on the key phases of a crime. Perhaps, 

more importantly, they shed light on the psychological elements of a crime as opposed 

to the more technical elements. The offender’s mind seems to be of the greatest im-

portance in the creation of crime scripts - to better understand the behaviours, motives, 



feelings, decisions within the process of a crime. The most pressing questions going 

forward, in our opinion, are those brought up by Ekblom and Gill [20] on the accuracy 

and fundamental makeup of crime scripts. Are crime scripts event driven or behaviour 

driven (Ekblom and Gill believing it should be behaviour driven)? How do we define 

and describe the behaviours? What type of crime script is best and in what situation? 

These are all fundamental questions and although the current crime scripts are focused 

enough to guide our thinking, we agree with Ekblom and Gill that it is now time to 

create a better (more accurate) definition of a crime script.  

 

One of the big questions that cloud/cyber-crime scripts may help with is within the 

criminal justice system when decisions are being made about the correct policing strat-

egy to tackle cyber-criminals. Should the law be strictly enforced with hackers given 

harsh prison sentences, or will sending them to prison make the situation worse, by 

allowing the criminals to socialise with one another, with the potential to develop links 

with other hackers? Conversely, perhaps they have all the connections they need from 

their own online communities, given the scope of these communities? What about 

young hackers that are harder to prosecute because they do not show full criminal in-

tent? One of the major advantages of accurate crime scripts is that they guide interven-

tion policy by policing/law enforcement agencies. A good crime script should not only 

describe the behaviour and psychology behind the crime/criminal, but also have anchor 

points for clear interventions to tackle the crime.   

 

    Finally, if we look at the example cloud-crime script we presented above, we can see 

similarities to the Darknet crime script created by Hutchings and Holt [30], as well as 

the more classic crime-scripts depicted by Cornish and Clarke [14]. The example crime 

script also has some key differences - mainly in how iterative and flexible the phases 

look to be, with the addition of a monitoring phase. While the Darknet actors tend to 

follow a tried and tested formula, the crime script presented here is more fluid. Future, 

more specific, cloud crime scripts created should continue to show that, this is espe-

cially so when we take into account the effect of digital drift. Our crime script analysis 

found many categories of cloud-crime offenders, all of them widely different both psy-

chologically and situationally. It will be interesting to see how these types of 

cyber/cloud criminal both hold up in future research and how they relate to each other 

in terms of behaviour during the crime and interactions beforehand through online 

channels, as well as the influence of digital drift.  

8.1 Future Research 

 

We feel that there are four main areas for academic researchers to focus on to give 

better structure to policing/law enforcement agencies in their investigation of cloud-

crime: 

 

1. The role of ‘fantasy’  

 



Understanding not just the individual who fantasizes about a criminal life or a 

crime, but the fantasies themself. There is a dearth of research in this area but is an 

area that is central to understanding the potential profile of a cyber-criminal, or at 

the very least, how agencies can stop a potential criminal before they act. For ex-

ample, why does a certain teenager fantasize about being a Ross Ulbricht (Silk 

Road creator) over a Paul Thomas Anderson (a filmmaker)? We all evolve differ-

ent fantasies and motivations, and understanding why individuals are drawn to 

cyber-crime over other popular pastimes is vitally important in tackling it. In this 

example, there may well be a simpler reason, as Ulbricht painted himself as a po-

litical rebel. But in other cases, it will not be as easy to understand the qualitative 

elements that create a potential criminal’s mind. There have been many papers ex-

ploring this idea of criminal fantasy, but the vast majority relate to sexual predators 

[15] or homicide [7], with more quantitative rather than qualitative research meth-

odologies employed. We need to understand the subjective qualities of these cy-

bercrime fantasies and their formation during adolescence, and so we call on future 

work to qualitatively explore these issues. 

 

2. The role of ‘communities’ 

 

It is clear from the literature [25, 26, 27, 28, 30, 36, 47, 48, 49, 50] that online 

communities play a major role in inspiring, organising, and implementing online 

crime. Future research needs to focus on how cloud criminals (and/or potential 

criminals) are able to access the resources they need to undertake a cloud-crime – 

this will more than likely mean entering spaces of ethical divisiveness, such as the 

Dark Net or 4chan (or whatever new installment they have access to [e.g., 8chan]).  

Both qualitative and quantitative research methodologies must be employed to pro-

vide a richer understanding of all the elements Ekblom and Gill discuss. 

    

3. Understanding digital ‘drift’ 

 

We need to advance the previous work of Goldsmith and Brewer relating to 

digital drift and in understanding the creation of cloud/cyber crime-scripts. They 

“…propose the concept of digital drift to capture some of the mediated effects of 

the Internet upon criminal  commitments,  particularly  his [Matza, 1964]  idea  

that  drift  into  and  out  of criminal pathways can often be ‘accidental or unpre-

dictable’ [p.113]. In short, the Internet has now allowed what we would consider 

everyday citizens to either drift (or drift deeper) into criminal spaces, much more 

easier than before. However, what does this fluid nature of cybercrime now mean 

for a crime script? 

 

4. Creation of crime-scripts 

 

Precise crime scripts need to be created for all types of cloud (or cyber-crime) 

that can take place. All types of cloud criminal behaviour needs to be mapped out 



which will allow policing/law enforcement agencies the opportunity to be ahead 

of the game, rather than falling behind.  

8.3 Conclusion 

 

We believe that the creation of cloud-crime scripts is an essential activity to be un-

dertaken in the battle against cyber-crime. The exponential growth of cyber (and cloud) 

crime means policing/law enforcement agencies are struggling to have an effect, and 

while computer science works on machine learning and data collection automation, 

psychology and criminology can help policing agencies better understand the mind of 

a cloud criminal – and not just a static picture, but the process and evolution of behav-

iours before, during and after a cloud crime.  
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10. Appendix 

 

Term Meaning 

Botnet 

 

 

 

Cloud-crime 

 

 

Cyber-crime 

 

 

Dark net 

 

 

 

DDoS 

 

 

 

Deep web 

 

 

Malware 

 

PGP encryption 

 

 

 

 

The cloud 

 

 

 

TOR network 

 

 

Trojans 

A number of geographically separate 

networked computers controlled by 

some master (for nefarious purposes) 

 

Crime undertaken using the cloud (see 

below) 

 

Crime undertaken using a computer and 

network 

 

A series of networks that can be only ac-

cessed using specific software and con-

figurations 

 

Distributed Denial of Service – making a 

network service unavailable by flooding 

the server with requests 

 

The un-indexed, or hidden, parts of the 

Internet 

 

Malicious software 

 

PGP (Pretty Good Privacy) encryption 

allows messages to be sent so only the 

sender and receiver have the ‘keys’ to 

read it 

 

A network of networked computers or 

servers used to store, manage, and pro-

cess data instead of local computers 

 

Free software used to connect to the dark 

net 

 

Malicious software that misleads a user 

into using it 
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